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Summary  

 
This study Christology and Evil in Ghana: Towards a Pentecostal Public 

Theology, aims at understanding Ghanaian Pentecostals‟ understanding of 

Christian victory over human suffering and evil. It critically examines 

Ghanaian Pentecostal Christology, with respect to Scripture and Akan 

religion and culture, on the problem of evil and suffering and the enjoyment 

of the good life. The question of the incidence of evil and suffering is 

problematic for human existence. The central question this book seeks to 

answer is: What Christological insights and ideas in Ghanaian Pentecostal 

songs, sermons and practices enable us to systematise, analyse, formulate 

and evaluate how Ghanaian Pentecostal leadership and peripheral church 

conceptualise, neutralise, deal with the reality of evil and human suffering, 

and bring their Christian discipleship to bear within the public realm against 

the matrix of the Akan traditional religion and the Bible? I embarked on this 

journey to investigate how Ghanaian Pentecostals rationalise their 

Christology in the midst of evil and suffering.  

In Ghanaian society, human suffering is perceived to be rooted in and 

associated with evil. Both concepts are perceived to be the antithesis to the 

enjoyment of good life. Through conversations and songs, whether secular or 

Pentecostal, Ghanaians denounce human suffering. One church whose 

theology may provide access to understanding Ghanaian Pentecostals‟ view 

of victory over human suffering is the Church of Pentecost (COP). As this 

book demonstrates, the COP‟s rationalisation of believers‟ victory over evil 

and suffering inheres in its understanding and interpretation of Christ‟s 

victory on behalf of his church.       

I chose the COP because it is by far the largest Pentecostal/Charismatic 

church in Ghana today. It has acquired a global dimension through its 

presence on all six continents, and it is the single owner of many of the 

numerous Ghanaian Pentecostal songs in Ghana. This makes its Christology 

typical for the Christology of Ghanaian Pentecostals, especially, on matters 

concerning evil and suffering. Consequently, the COP leadership and 

peripheral prophets provided the raw data for the project. Among Ghanaian 

Pentecostals, there is a constant search for understanding and coping with the 

reality of evil and suffering. This effort is revealed in their sermons, songs, 

and practices, and hence these constitute the major sources for this study. To 

achieve my goal, this study employed the empirical, comparative, 

phenomenological, evaluative, and systematising methods of doing 

participatory qualitative research.  

The COP presents a very interesting case for the study of the divergent 

perceptions and understandings on the topic among Ghanaian Pentecostals 

today. Our participant observation showed that there are two church systems 

in the COP: the “institutional church” and the “peripheral church.” Whereas 

the “institutional church” represents the official system, the COP‟s 

“„peripheral church” groups are the “prayer centres” (prayer camps) in 

Ghana. The activities, teachings, and practices of the prayer centres tend to 



 

 

 

 

represent the COP‟s common believers‟ theology from “below” as opposed 

to the official “top-down,” “„traditional” theology. Thus, the COP currently 

presents us with two church paradigms whose divergent positions on the 

topic constitute the fulcrum of this book.   

The prayer centres are akin to the New Prophetic Churches (NPCs) in 

Ghanaian Pentecostalism. Both the prayer centres and NPCs are led by 

prophets: the former by “grassroots prophets,” the latter simply by 

“Prophets.” I define “grassroots prophets” as COP lay leaders who function 

as prophets in prayer centres. Like their counterparts in the NPCs, they are to 

whom people suffering from the blights of life turn for supernatural help and 

intervention. Among Ghanaian Pentecostals, especially in prophetic circles, 

there is a strong belief that nothing happens accidentally or naturally. There 

is always a connection between physical evil and supernatural wicked forces 

such as witches and wizards, charmers, and sorcerers. In other words, both 

the prayer centres and NPCs ascribe supernatural causes to evil and suffering 

and propose rigorous ritualistic methods for dealing with them. It is against 

this background that an examination of the COP‟s theological understanding 

of evil and suffering should include those on the periphery to give a better 

and more comprehensive understanding of the subject. But the leadership of 

the COP (Ghanaian Pentecostal churches) does not view this approach as 

adequate for dealing with the matter. The leadership maintains that to realise 

the full enjoyment of the good life from the good God a Christian 

discipleship is needed that responds to all aspects of Ghanaian life: spiritual, 

psychological, social, economic, and political. This means Christ‟s disciples 

appreciate the religious, socio-economic and political dynamism of evil and 

suffering and conscientiously make an effort to make their world a good 

place for human well-being. 

Thus, the COP offers us the required ecclesiastical space for doing a 

comparative analysis and evaluation of the topic on the different 

understandings of Ghanaian Pentecostal leadership and common believers. 

Through discursive, analytical, comparative, and evaluative methods, I 

analysed the inherent ideas of Ghanaian Pentecostal leadership and common 

believers‟ Christology on evil and suffering in depth. In this way it became 

possible to do a comparative examination of those theological ideas of 

Ghanaian Pentecostals and the Akan traditional religious ideas on the one 

hand and biblical ideas on the subject on the other. In this way, I was able to 

critically appraise those Ghanaian Pentecostal ideas and thus propose a 

holistic contextualisation of victory in Christ amidst evil and suffering. A 

further strength of this approach is that it made it possible to bring out the 

different positions of the Ghanaian Pentecostal leadership and common 

believers on coping with evil and suffering through Christian faith.  

The need for systematising the COP‟s (and Ghanaian Pentecostals‟) 

Christology is in consonance with Waruta‟s (1997) contention that Africans 

have the right to formulate their own Christology as a conscious response to 

the question of who Jesus really is to them. Such African Christology in the 

view of Nthamburi (1997) must be that of the praxis of Jesus of Nazareth, 

which includes his person, ministry, death, resurrection, and ascension. 



Similarly, Liderbach maintains that “Christology from below occurs when 

people reflect on the basis of their experience upon their awareness of the 

identity of the human Jesus” (1998:1). Against the backdrop of the view that 

there is a great deal of glowing evidence of Ghanaian Pentecostals‟ need for 

answers to the baffling presence of evil and suffering, the question of the 

person, nature, and work of Jesus Christ becomes crucial. Thus, it was 

deemed necessary to dedicate chapter two to a discussion on the nature, 

person, and work of Jesus Christ. Ghanaian Pentecostal songs, sermons, and 

practices express both their belief in Jesus with a dialogical imaginative 

understanding.  

From our discussion (chapters two through five), we find that Ghanaian 

Pentecostals believe that the world is afflicted with brokenness characterised 

as evil and suffering (chapter two). This makes the human life experience a 

matter of fighting various battles on the physical, social, economic, and 

political fronts. The resultant effects include diseases, joblessness, poverty, 

etc., which manifest themselves as setbacks in human life. Setbacks lead to 

rejection, despondency, defeat, and depersonalisation. Through the 

empowerment of the Spirit, the church is called to help solve society‟s 

problems that the conquest of evil is through Christ. The church proposes 

Jesus as the hope for the hopeless. At the same time, the conquest of evil and 

suffering demands that we understand what their sources and causes are. 

Hence chapter three proffers various reasons for the presence of evil and 

suffering: physical/natural reasons, anthropological/social reasons, and 

supernatural reasons. 

Thus we cannot tie evil to one set of causes or origins. This means that 

we are myopic if we limit our explanation of evil to one cause, typically the 

supernatural. This is often the case with Ghanaians. Indeed, the fact that we 

are limited with respect to foreseeing the contingencies of life (see Vroom 

2007a: 472-73) should always lead us to take proactive action to forestall 

physical/natural evil that often befalls us. As people, we may not be able to 

predict the occurrences of certain evils such as car accidents, floods, 

infernos, etc. But we are not oblivious to their repeated occurrences in our 

world. Such knowledge should lead us to make contingency arrangements 

against their future occurrence. 

Apparently, not all evil and suffering are caused by bad spirits or even 

God. It may be that some have spiritual roots, yet many others are 

undergirded by anthropological/social reasons. Our failure to correctly locate 

the causes of evil has often resulted in blaming others for our sufferings. 

Thus, laziness, irresponsible living, and social apathy, environmental 

pollution, and greed result in unnecessary hardships, not only for the culprits 

alone but also for innocent people sometimes. Hence, many of the terminal 

illnesses/diseases in our communities are not the work of devils but are 

actually caused by a malfunctioning water supply system or a poor sewerage 

system. Similarly, people go bankrupt not necessarily because a witch 

attacks their company but simply because of a bad electrical system or 

because their firm has so few resources it is unable to compete with other 

firms. Therefore, they are unable to break even, let alone make a profit.         



 

 

 

 

In this book, we come to appreciate that Christ sets us free because he 

has conquered evil spirits. We also see that not all evil comes from evil 

spirits or even from God, but are also rooted in the cultural background of 

and the structuring of our society. Therefore, Christians should bring the 

salvation in Christ to bear in order to renew the public sphere/domain. 

Christians have the mandate to renew society because they have been 

empowered by the Spirit to be the “salt and light” of the world. This means 

that the church must become a truly discipling community that helps society 

cope with evil and suffering in all facets of life. 

Therefore, in chapter four, one of the ways the church demonstrates 

Christ‟s love is through prayers/exorcism, pastoral guidance/counselling, etc. 

Such pastoral counselling needs not restrict all problems to spiritual causes. 

The success of such counselling depends on its willingness and ability to 

reflect on the interplay of the Akan cosmology, ethics, the Christian faith and 

biblical demonology. In this way Christian discipleship of society equips 

people to face the challenges of life. This means that the prophetic ministry 

of the church must encapsulate both spiritual and mundane concerns. It is 

through such engagement that the church can help society enjoy the good life 

that the good God offers in Christ (chapter five). The enjoyment of good life 

is the undoing of the decolourisation caused by the bad life. 

The reorienting of society, so it can differentiate between the spiritual 

from the physical/anthropological dimensions of evil and suffering, helps to 

locate the place of societal evil properly. Since there is often a social 

dimension to suffering the church thus draws society‟s attention to the 

necessity of communal solidarity for ensuring social cohesion and 

equilibrium (cf. Vroom 2007c: 119-25). It thus challenges society to overturn 

the causes and effects of evil and suffering. This is because the ubiquity of 

evil and suffering does not allow for passive living. It is not always true that 

everything should be blamed on some entity outside oneself. This in effect 

implies that we take social, educational, health, political, and cultural 

concerns seriously. 

And so in chapter six we discuss, analyse, and assess the way Ghanaian 

Pentecostals respond to contemporary challenges in the Ghanaian public 

space in education, healthcare, and politics. The COP leadership, local 

assemblies, and individual Pentecostals are contributing to the “purification” 

of these hitherto “evil” spaces in Ghanaian society. This intrusion comes 

along with dilemmas and ambiguities such as the relationship that should 

exist between the state and the church to ensure religious freedom for all 

Ghanaians. Other dilemmas and ambiguities include political corruption, the 

Akan-Christian relationship with chieftaincy, and tribal solidarity. Much as 

this paradigm shift is welcoming it is obvious that there is more room for 

incarnating the Pentecostal faith into the Ghanaian social fibre.  

This Christology is local or contextual. It arises from a Pentecostal 

study that makes explicit how Pentecostal/Charismatic Christians in Ghana 

see Christ and the wide meaning of his victory over evil and suffering in the 

public sphere. Therefore, I accentuate what the discipleship of Christ means 

in the public sphere in Ghana, which is a rather new question that requires, as 



we see, a shift of paradigm for many preachers and the laity of this church. 

Therefore, the parameters of this study differ considerably from what 

scholars in the more affluent West deal with. Ghana, along with other 

countries in Black Africa, has many more fundamental problems that have to 

be solved than affluent societies in the world. Therefore, I deal with the tasks 

that the state has, according to the church, and the tasks that can be realised 

by civil organisations, NGOs, that can be partly organised by churches or 

church members, etc.  

To conclude it must be stated that this “uncharted” journey was 

undertaken by investigating how the COP understands evil and suffering vis-

à-vis the Jesus story. The results of the analyses and reflection on those 

implicit ideas of selected songs, sermons, and practices of COP and other 

Ghanaian Pentecostal churches constitute the contents of this book.  

 

 


